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Abstract 
The recent advent of single cell RNA-sequencing and other high-throughput technologies has led 
to an explosion of cell type definitions across multiple organ systems. Consortia like the BRAIN 
Initiative Cell Census Network (BICCN) and the Human Cell Atlas (HCA) have begun to 
standardize and centralize the intake of data and associated metadata from these projects; 
however, the naming and organization of cell types has largely been left to individual investigators, 
resulting in widely varying nomenclature and limited alignment between taxonomies derived from 
overlapping datasets. To facilitate cross-dataset alignment and comparison, we created a working 
nomenclature convention for matching and tracking cell types across studies. The convention is 
qualitatively similar to how gene transcripts are tracked across different versions of GENCODE 
genome builds, allowing comparison of matched types with a common reference or any other 
taxonomy. It augments but does not change existing cell type names provided in original 
publications and can be directly applied to data from new or published studies. We applied this 
nomenclature to a series of published cell type data from the Allen Institute, highlighting its 
extensibility to classifications defined using multiple quantifiable modalities. Finally, we propose 
conventions for assigning accurate yet flexible cell types names in the mammalian cortex as a 
step towards a much larger community-wide effort to organize multi-source, data-driven 
information related to cell types. The convention presented here can be easily applied to cell type 
taxonomies from any organ system or organism. 
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Main text 
Introduction  
Cell type classification has been central to understanding biological systems for many tissues 
(e.g., immune system) (Lees et al., 2015) and organisms (e.g., C. elegans) (Packer et al., 2019). 
Identifying and naming anatomic cellular components of the brain has been an integral part of 
neuroscience since the seminal work of Ramon y Cajal (Cajal, 1899). Many neuronal cell types 
such as neurogliaform, chandelier, Martinotti, and pyramidal cells, have been identified based on 
highly distinct shape, location, or electrical properties, providing a common vocabulary for 
neuroscientists. These distinct morphological and electrophysiological features have provided the 
basis for robust and consistent classifications of neuronal cell types (Greig et al., 2013; Markram 
et al., 2004). However, the recent application of high-throughput, quantitative methods such as 
single cell or nucleus transcriptomics (scRNA-seq) (Hodge et al., 2019; Tasic et al., 2018; Zeisel 
et al., 2015), electron microscopy (Zheng et al., 2018), and whole brain morphology (Winnubst et 
al., 2019) to cell type classification is enabling more quantitative measurements of similarities 
among cells and construction of taxonomies (Zeng and Sanes, 2017). These methodological 
advances are ushering a new era of data-driven classification, by simultaneously expanding the 
number of measurable features per cell, the number of cells per study, and the number of 
classification studies, and the computational resources for storing and analyzing this information. 
The use of scRNA-seq, in particular, for cell type classification has increased exponentially since 
its introduction a decade ago (Tang et al., 2009), with approximately 2,000 published studies 
using such technology, and several hundred tools for data analysis (Zappia et al., 2018).  
This explosion of data has vastly expanded our collective understanding of biological cell 
types, while simultaneously introducing challenges in cell type classification. For example, in 
retina, neurons with common morphology and function also have common connectivity (Jonas 
and Kording, 2015), spacing, arbor density, arbor stratification (Seung and Sümbül, 2014), and 
gene expression signatures (Macosko et al., 2015), often with one-to-one correspondences 
between modalities (Zeng and Sanes, 2017). However, studies combining scRNA-seq with 
traditional morphological and electrophysiological characterizations have found a more 
complicated relationship in the brain than in retina, with cell types defined by morphology and 
electrophysiology sometimes containing cells from several cell types defined using gene 
expression (Gouwens et al., 2020), and some transcriptomically-defined types containing cells 
with multiple morphologies (Hodge et al., 2020, 2019). Further complicating classification is the 
overlay of discrete cell type distinctions with more continuous variations associated with cortical 
depth (Berg et al., 2020), brain region (Hawrylycz et al., 2012), activity-dependent cell state (Wu 
et al., 2017), or all of these things at once (Yao et al., 2020b). Finally, many features in matched 
cell types diverge between species (Bakken et al., 2020; Berg et al., 2020; Boldog et al., 2018; 
Hodge et al., 2019), and as cells advance along trajectories of development (Nowakowski et al., 
2017), aging (The Tabula Muris consortium et al., 2019), and disease (Mathys et al., 2019). 
To extend historical cell type classifications to the era of data-driven science will require 
community-accepted strategies for standardized quantitative cell classification, cell type naming, 
and data and metadata organization. Here we lay out the challenges in doing so and present a 
generalizable nomenclature convention to address some of these challenges in the mammalian 
cortex that is immediately extensible to other organ systems and data organization efforts. 
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Challenges for cell type classification 
To advance from low-throughput, phenotype-based to data-driven, principled approaches of cell 
type classification will require a change of mindset from experiment-based to community-based 
science, and an accompanying set of tools to facilitate this change. Within a single study, cell 
types need to be quantitatively defined, organized, named, and annotated by comparison to 
published work and cell metadata. Data and resultant classifications from multiple studies then 
need to be unified into community-accepted reference taxonomies with standard nomenclature, 
linked to common ontologies, and stored in standard databases. Achieving this transition in cell 
type classification will require overcoming several distinct but overlapping challenges. 
First, how do we quantitatively define cell types in an individual study? For essentially all 
published studies, clusters (or provisional cell types; see below) are defined using hierarchical 
clustering, k-means clustering, machine learning, or related mathematical techniques (Table 1 
includes definitions for key terms, bold on first use). This process is often preceded by selection 
of variable features followed by some form of dimensionality reduction, such as principal 
component analysis (PCA), Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) (McInnes et 
al., 2018), or a combination of these. Resulting clusters are often presented as “cell types,” though 
likely represent a combination of cell types, cell states (such as cell cycle or cell activation) (Kotliar 
et al., 2019), and the intersection of discrete cell types with more continuous variation 
(Cembrowski and Menon, 2018; Yao et al., 2020b). Furthermore, the number of cell types 
presented is highly dependent on the number of cells assayed, the experimental platform, and 
the specific clustering method and associated parameter settings chosen (Yao et al., 2020a). The 
resulting cell types are then typically organized into a taxonomy, defined as the output of a 
computational algorithm applied to a specific dataset, where the distance of each pair of cell types 
can be measured quantitatively, and cell types with smaller distances are placed nearby.  
Second, how do we annotate cell types using experimental and historical context?  In most 
experiments, some information about the original cell location and donor of origin is available, 
providing some context for cell types, such as cortical layer of origin (Hodge et al., 2019). In 
mouse and other model systems, transgenic lines allow further refinement based on expression 
of marker genes and direct measurements of cellular projection targets (Madisen et al., 2015, 
2010; Tasic et al., 2018). In some cases, clusters can then be linked with well-established 
historical types captured in a cell type ontology, or a structured controlled vocabulary for grouping 
information, which has a specific semantic structure and is built based on extensive curation of 
biological evidence. The Cell Ontology (CL) (Diehl et al., 2016) already organizes cells from the 
immune system and other well-studied organ systems into an ontological structure, and ongoing 
efforts seek to extend this ontology to encompass well-established brain cell types (Aevermann 
et al., 2018). Ontologies can provide a starting point for building an information framework to (1) 
promote data exchange and synthesis across groups, (2) provide a controlled vocabulary and 
standard metadata, (3) allow for interaction between data and metadata, and (4) provide a 
baseline for expansion for ongoing data-driven cell typing efforts (Gillespie et al., 2019; Larson 
and Martone, 2009).  
A third challenge in cell type classification is, how do we compare and match cell types 
identified in different studies?  Great progress has been made in addressing this question of 
“alignment”, whereby datasets collected using gene-based modalities such as scRNA-seq and 
epigenetics can be placed in a common space (Barkas et al., 2018; Butler et al., 2018; Johansen 
and Quon, 2019). These strategies provide a mechanism for defining joint taxonomies and allow 
for annotation transfer between experiments. Alignment has proven effective for matching cell 
types collected on different sequencing platforms, across multiple data modalities, and even 
between species where few marker genes show conserved patterns (Bakken et al., 2020; Hodge 
et al., 2020, 2019; Yao et al., 2020a). Autoencoder-based computational strategies (Gala et al., 
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2019) can extend these alignments to bridge distinct modalities, as long as some linking cells with 
simultaneous measurement of relevant modalities are included. This is possible through 
experimental methods such as Patch-seq (Cadwell et al., 2016; Fuzik et al., 2016; Gouwens et 
al., 2020; Scala et al., 2020). 
Fourth, once quantitative clusters are defined in a new study, how should those cell types 
be named in a way that provides historical or comparative context?  Currently no standard 
convention of naming brain cell types is widely followed. Cell types have historically been named 
by their shape, location, electrical properties, selective neurochemical markers, or even the 
scientist that discovered them (Betz, 1874; Szentágothai and Arbib, 1974). Now, quantitative 
clusters that cannot obviously be matched with these types are named on an ad hoc basis. For 
example, some investigators use generic names like “interneuron 1” or “Ex1” and then use figures, 
tables, or text to link these clusters to historical cell types (Gouwens et al., 2019; Lake et al., 2016; 
Zeisel et al., 2015). Others advocate for chaining critical cell type features in the name itself, 
resulting in names like “Neocortex M1 L6 CT pyramidal, Zfpm2 non-adapt GLU” (Shepherd et al., 
2019). This Allen Institute assigns semi-automated names that reference marker genes and 
metadata from a given dataset, such as “Exc L5–L6 THEMIS C1QL3” in human and “L5 IT ALM 
Pdf5” in mouse cortex, respectively (Hodge et al., 2019; Tasic et al., 2018). All these proposals 
are reasonable for stand-alone projects but make direct comparisons between studies daunting.  
Finally, what data/metadata infrastructure is required to achieve these goals of cell type 
classification in a scalable way? While several public databases for data storage exist (e.g., 
dbGaP, NeMO, NeuroElectro, Neuromorpho, etc.), a community-recognized repository for storing 
and tracking cell type assignments and associated taxonomies is not available. This challenge 
has been recognized by many (Armañanzas and Ascoli, 2015; DeFelipe et al., 2013; Shepherd 
et al., 2019) and was the focus of a recent conference in Copenhagen that brought together many 
experts in the field and led to a call to the community for participation in a solution (Yuste et al., 
2019). Any solution devised to tackle this question should ideally be user-friendly, so people will 
actually use it, and should directly address some of the ongoing challenges of ontology, data 
matching, and cell type naming described above in its implementation, providing some amount of 
immediate standardization of any cell type classifications included therein.  
To address the latter two challenges and as a practical need to organize vast amounts of 
multimodal data from the Allen Institute and collaborators, we have developed a nomenclature 
convention aimed at tracking cell type information across multiple data sets. This convention was 
designed to parallel how gene transcripts are tracked across different versions of GENCODE 
genome builds, allowing comparison of matched types with a common reference or any other 
taxonomy. While this work is our own, it was heavily influenced by A Cell Type Ontology Workshop 
(Seattle, June 17-18, 2019; hosted by the Allen Institute in collaboration with the Chan Zuckerberg 
Initiative (CZI) and the National Institutes of Health (NIH)), which convened representatives from 
the fields of ontology, taxonomy, and neuroscience to make recommendations, highlight best 
practices and propose conventions for naming cell types. The initial version of this convention 
was introduced publicly in October 2019 at https://portal.brain-map.org/explore/classes, with the 
goal that this information will spur discussion and improvement for subsequent versions, to 
facilitate collaboration, and improve shared understanding of the many cell types in the brain. 
 
Overview of proposed nomenclature convention 
The problem of defining and naming cell types has many similarities to those of genes in 
genomics, where there is a practical need to track individual sequencing and assembly results as 
distinct and self-contained entities, while simultaneously recognizing that the ultimate goal is to 
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have a singular reference that the community can use to put their sequencing results into a 
common context (Frankish et al., 2019; Harrow et al., 2012; Kitts et al., 2016). Here, a similar 
strategy is proposed for cell type nomenclature that uses a standardized series of identifiers for 
tracking cell types in individual studies, in addition to providing a mechanism for saving common 
identifiers. At the core of the proposal are two key concepts: a taxonomy (defined above and in 
Table 1), which must be generated prior to implementation of this schema, and a cell set, which 
can represent any collection of cells within a specific taxonomy. Provisional cell types (sometimes 
called cell types for convenience) are particularly important cell sets that represent quantitatively-
derived data clusters defined by the classification algorithm that generated the taxonomy. 
Provisional cell types can be organized as the terminal leaf nodes of a hierarchical taxonomy 
using a dendrogram, or as a non-hierarchical community structure. Taxonomies and cell sets 
are assigned unique identifier tags, as described below, and additional taxonomy and cell set 
metadata can be stored alongside these tags for use with future databasing and ontology tools. 
In principle, these properties can be tracked in a qualitatively similar manner to how transcripts 
are tracked in different versions of GENCODE genome builds (Frankish et al., 2019).  
A major goal of this nomenclature convention is to track taxonomies. Analysis of each 
dataset will create a taxonomy of cell clusters that needs to be tracked. Since a taxonomy is 
defined both by the data set and the analysis method applied to that data set, it is likely that 
multiple taxonomies will be generated for the same cells, as data sets grow and analysis methods 
improve. Thus, this convention needs to account both for taxonomies from unique data sets and 
for versioned taxonomies using overlapping cells. To achieve this goal, each taxonomy is 
assigned a unique taxonomy id of the format CS[YYMMDD][#], where “CS” stands for cell set; 
Y, M, and D represent year, month, and day; and # is an index for compiling multiple taxonomies 
on a single day. Although many published quantitative datasets for cell type classification use 
scRNA-seq and present hierarchical taxonomies, this schema is compatible with taxonomies 
defined on any data type using any classification algorithm. Furthermore, taxonomies can be 
defined using a single dataset or through alignment of multiple datasets, and high confidence, 
high resolution taxonomies can be compiled into a reference taxonomy, along the lines of how 
select genome builds are wrapped up as public releases (Frankish et al., 2019). The figures below 
present examples of different types of taxonomies to highlight these possibilities.  
Within each taxonomy, cell sets (and therefore also provisional cell types) are assigned 
multiple identifier tags, which are used for different purposes. Cell set accession IDs track unique 
cell sets across the entire universe of taxonomies and are defined as [taxonomy id][unique # 
within taxonomy]. Cell set labels provide general tags that allow easy tracking of groups of more 
broadly-defined cell types (e.g., “neuron”) within large taxonomies, and are defined as [Canonical 
cell type][unique # within canonical cell type]. Ideally these tags would match defined terms (e.g. 
common usage types) in CL or other existing cell type ontologies. Cell set aliases include any 
number of cell set descriptors intended for public consumption, including any cell type names 
used in manuscripts. These can include data-driven terms, historical names, or more generic cell 
type nomenclature. This system for aliasing provisional cell types in the mammalian cortex uses 
properties that are predicted to be largely preserved across development, anatomical area, and 
species. Finally, each cell set can have at most one preferred alias, which is a biologically-driven 
term that is selected from a controlled vocabulary, and that only can be assigned for cell sets with 
confident matches across taxonomies. Preferred aliases will be discussed in more detail below 
but represent what might be conventionally considered when discussing the "cell set name.”  
Application of this schema aims at providing a set of standardized terms and files that are 
immediately useful, but also already formatted to seed any future centralized, searchable 
repository for this information, such as NIH Hubmap (https://commonfund.nih.gov/hubmap) or 
other in-process community endeavors described below. Finally, this framework seeks to either 
implement or set up future implementation of FAIR principles by making taxonomies and cell sets 
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Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable, both for machines and for people (Wilkinson 
et al., 2016).  
 
Table 1: Glossary of terms. A glossary of broad terms, along with their definitions for the purposes of use 
here, and examples of how the terms are used (when relevant). These terms are presented in bold upon 
first use in the text. This table is provided since these terms may be open to multiple interpretations and 
classification requires disambiguation. 
 
Term Definition Example 
Taxonomy Set of quantitatively-derived data clusters defined by 
running a specific computational algorithm on a specific 
dataset. Taxonomies are given a unique label and can be 
annotated with metadata about the taxonomy, including 
details of the algorithms, and relevant cell and cell set IDs. 
-Any clustering result in a 
cell type classification 
manuscript 
Ontology A structured controlled vocabulary for cell types.  -Cell Ontology 
Marker gene(s) A gene (or set of genes) which, when expressed in a cell, 
can be used to accurately assign that cell to a specific cell 
set. 
-GAD1 
-PVALB 
-CHODL 
Taxonomy ID An identifier uniquely tagging a taxonomy of the format 
CS[YYMMDD][#]. 
-CS191012 
Cell A single entry in a taxonomy representing data from a 
single cell (or cell compartment, such as the nucleus). 
Cells have meta-data including a unique ID.  
N/A 
Cell set Any tagged group of cells in a taxonomy. This includes 
cell types, groups of cell types (e.g., subclass or class), 
and potentially other informative groupings (e.g., all cells 
from a particular donor, organ, cortical layer, or transgenic 
line). Cell sets have a number of IDs and descriptors (as 
discussed below) and can also have other meta-data. 
-A cell type 
-A group of cell types 
-All cells from layer 2 in 
MTG 
-All cells from donor X 
Provisional cell 
type  
Quantitatively-derived data cluster defined within a tax-
onomy.  Sometimes called “cell type” here for simplicity. 
N/A 
Dendrogram A hierarchical organization of cell types defined for a 
specific taxonomy. Dendrograms have a specific semantic 
and visualizable structure. 
N/A 
Community 
structure 
Non-hierarchical relationships between cell types defined 
as groups of cell types in a graph. 
N/A 
Cell set accession 
ID  
A unique ID across all tracked datasets and taxonomies. 
This tag labels the taxonomy and numbers each cell type. 
[taxonomy id][unique # within taxonomy] 
-CS1910121201 
Cell set alias  Any cell set descriptor (e.g., what cell types are called in a 
paper). It can be defined computationally based on the 
data, or manually based on prior knowledge or new 
experiments, or a combination of both.  
-Inh L1-2 PAX6 CDH12 
-ADARB2 (CGE) 
-Chandelier 
-[blank] 
Cell set label  An ID unique within a single taxonomy that contains a 
biological term that ideally is included in a relevant cell 
ontology. In some cases, it may be redundant with 
accession ID. [Canonical cell type][unique # within 
canonical cell type]  
-Neuron 12 
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Cell set preferred 
alias  
Analogous to “gene symbol”. At most one biologically-
driven name for linking matching cell sets across 
taxonomies and with a reference taxonomy. 
-L2/3 IT 4 
-Pvalb 3 
-Microglia 2 
Reference 
taxonomy  
A taxonomy based on one or more high-confidence 
datasets, to be used as a baseline of comparison for 
datasets collected from the same organ system. 
-Cross-species cortical 
cell type classification 
Morpho-electric 
(ME) type 
A provisional cell type defined using a combination of 
morphological and electrophysiological features 
-ME_Exc_7 
Governing body A group of people who formulate the policy and direct the 
affairs of this nomenclature schema and associated 
ontologies and databasing efforts on a voluntary or part-
time basis. 
N/A 
 
Application of nomenclature schema  
Any nomenclature schema is only useful if it is adopted by relevant researchers - in this case, 
those studying cell types across multiple data sources and organ systems. Therefore, it is 
necessary for this schema to be easy to understand and applicable to novel and published 
datasets, and both utilitarian tools and examples for use of this nomenclature should be available. 
Executable code for applying this nomenclature is provided in the open “nomenclature” repository 
of the “AllenInstitute” GitHub repository (https://github.com/AllenInstitute/nomenclature). This 
repository also includes example input files from a published study on cell types in human MTG 
(Hodge et al., 2019), which is used to generate the first example shown below. Three inputs are 
required to run this schema: (1) a cell type taxonomy (not necessarily hierarchical), (2) a cell 
metadata file with cluster assignments (and optionally additional information), and (3) optional 
manual annotations of cell sets (e.g., aliases), which typically would be completed during 
taxonomy generation. 
Specific details for how to apply nomenclature are included in the GitHub repository, but 
the general steps are as follows. First, a unique taxonomy_id is chosen, which will be used as a 
prefix for all the cell set accession IDs. To ensure uniqueness across all taxonomies, 
taxonomy_ids are tracked in a public-facing database, with future plans to transfer these to a 
more permanent solution that will also provide storage for accompanying taxonomy files. Second, 
a dendrogram is read in and used as the starting point for defining cell sets by including both 
provisional cell types (terminal leaf nodes) and groups of cell types with similar expression 
patterns (internal nodes). Third, the main script assigns accession ids and labels for each cell set 
and outputs an intermediate table. Fourth, the user manually annotates these cell sets to include 
common usage terms (preferred aliases) and can also manually add additional cell sets which 
correspond to any combination of cell types in the taxonomy. If the relationships between cell 
types are non-hierarchical, relevant sets of cells from this community structure can be input at 
this step. Fifth, dendrograms are optionally updated to include the new nomenclature information 
from this nomenclature table. Sixth, cells are assigned nomenclature tags corresponding to their 
cell set assignments (if any). Finally, the code produces a set of standardized files for visualization 
of updated taxonomic structure and for input into a future database for cross-taxonomy 
comparison (to be described in detail below) or inclusion in manuscripts. 
Example applications to published datasets 
Three examples are presented to illustrate how this nomenclature schema can be applied to 
published datasets using single nucleus RNA-seq, single cell RNA-seq, and electrophysiology 
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and morphology, plus additional applications for defining a reference taxonomy and for cross-
taxonomy inference using data submitted to preprint servers. The first example shows an 
annotated dendrogram in human MTG (Hodge et al., 2019), under which are displayed the names 
of cell types presented in that publication (Fig. 1A). These provisional cell types were named 
using an entirely data-driven strategy: [cell class] [L][cortical layers of localization] [canonical 
marker gene] [(optional) specific marker gene]. In the nomenclature schema presented here, 
these names would be assigned as the cell set alias for the provisional cell types (Fig. 1B). In 
addition, these cell types are now given accession IDs (e.g., CS1910120001) and labels (e.g., 
Neuron 1). Although not shown, Inh L1-4 LAMP5 LCP2 corresponds to Rosehip cells (see Boldog 
et al., 2018) and therefore a second alias for this cell type would be "Rosehip cell". In addition to 
given cell type names, a subset of internal nodes are annotated (Fig. 1A) (Hodge et al., 2019). 
After applying the nomenclature (Fig. 1C), each node is assigned a cell set id (e.g., 
CS1910120201) and label (e.g., Neuron 3-6); however, only one of the three nodes shown has a 
cell set alias (LAMP5/PAX6), which in this case refers to expression of canonical marker genes. 
 
Figure 1. Example: Applying nomenclature schema to human MTG. A) Annotated dendrogram of cell 
types in human MTG, along with associated cell type names, reproduced from (Hodge et al., 2019). B) 
Putative cell type annotations, with the addition of cell set labels and accession IDs to the cell set aliases 
in LAMP5/PAX6 cell types from A. C) Putative annotation of cell sets representing internal nodes of the 
same subset of the dendrogram. All nodes have labels and accession IDs, but only some have aliases. 
 
 
Second, in a study of mouse primary visual cortex (VISp) using ~1700 cells (Tasic et al., 2016), 
a total of 42 neuronal and 7 non-neuronal cell types were proposed, and cell type-specific mRNA 
processing and genetic access to these transcriptomic types was accomplished through the use 
of many transgenic mouse lines (Madisen et al., 2015, 2010). Data and metadata associated with 
this taxonomy can be browsed with an interactive navigation application (http://casestudies.brain-
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map.org/celltax). In Figure 2, hierarchical organization of these provisional cell types and their 
cell set aliases (e.g., Oligo Opalin) is used, and the nomenclature schema is applied to cell set 
labels (e.g., Non-neuron 3) and cell set accession IDs (e.g. CS1601040043) for each cell type 
(right three columns). Seven of the internal nodes are annotated with a cell set alias, label, and 
accession ID, as described (left column). Once again, several cell set aliases are left blank (e.g. 
nodes C and F), but nodes representing a useful collection of cell types can be manually tagged 
with an alias (e.g., node "B" contains all of the Pvalb cell types and no others). 
 
Figure 2. Example: Applying nomenclature schema to mouse VISp. Center columns: dendrogram and 
cell type names (now called cell set aliases) for 49 neuronal and non-neuronal cell types in mouse VISp, 
as reproduced from (Tasic et al., 2016). Right two columns: annotation of cell types with cell set labels and 
accession IDs. Left column: annotation of cell sets representing a subset of internal dendrogram nodes 
(labeled A-F). As in Figure 1, only some nodes have aliases. 
  
 
This nomenclature schema is equally applicable to non-transcriptomic and non-hierarchical 
taxonomies of cell types. Another study of mouse visual cortex examined ~1800 cells 
characterized electrophysiologically by whole-cell patch clamp recordings, and for a subset of 
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these (450 cells) also performed morphological reconstructions (Gouwens et al., 2019). Using a 
multimodal unsupervised clustering method, the authors identified 20 excitatory and 26 inhibitory 
morpho-electric types (me-types), which are cell types defined using a combination of 
morphological and electrophysiological features. As a third example, Figure 3 shows the 
application of the nomenclature convention to the me-types of that study. The “cell set alias" and 
"inferred subclass" columns show the organization scheme from the original paper; in the study, 
me-types were organized by subclass (inferred from transgenic labels), but not placed into a 
binary hierarchical taxonomic tree. Cell set labels and cell set accession IDs have been assigned 
to each me-type (note that only examples of excitatory me-types are shown in the figure). 
 
Figure 3. Applying nomenclature schema to mouse visual cortex me-types. Excitatory morpho-electric 
types (me-types) from Gouwens et al. (2019) that have been incorporated into the nomenclature schema. 
Eleven of the original twenty excitatory me-types are shown as examples. Representative morphologies 
and electrophysiological responses are shown to illustrate the differences between types. Abbreviations: 
IT: intratelencephalic; CF: corticofugal; NP: near-projecting; CT: corticothalamic; RS: regular-spiking. L2/3–
L6b refer to cortical layers. 
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Definition of reference taxonomies and associated nomenclature 
There is compelling evidence for the existence of distinct cell types based on robust groupings of 
cells by observable and measurable cell attributes; in particular, gene expression. Due to 
advances in low-cost, high-throughput, high-resolution single cell transcriptomics, many 
researchers favor building a gene expression-based reference taxonomy (or reference cell type 
classification system), and then layering on additional phenotypic data as they become available, 
especially from multimodal (e.g., Patch-Seq type) assays (Yuste et al., 2019). Correspondences 
between modalities in the brain are likely to be more complicated than in the retina (Zeng and 
Sanes, 2017). For example, long-range neuronal projections are only partially predicted by gene 
expression profiles in adult mouse cortex (Chen et al., 2019) and ventromedial hypothalamus 
(Kim et al., 2019). However, molecular, physiological, and morphological characteristics of cortical 
neurons are highly correlated based on simultaneous measurement in individual cells using 
Patch-seq (Berg et al., 2020; Gouwens et al., 2020; Scala et al., 2020). Furthermore, many groups 
currently perform scRNA-Seq analysis in different areas of the brain, from all organs in the human 
body (Rozenblatt-Rosen et al., 2017), from multiple mammalian species (Geirsdottir et al., 2019), 
and across trajectories of development (Nowakowski et al., 2017), aging (The Tabula Muris 
consortium et al., 2019), and disease (Mathys et al., 2019). The definition of a reference (or 
consensus) cell type taxonomy is likely to evolve as new data become available. Therefore, 
tracking cell type definitions using appropriate ontology, data structure, and nomenclature is 
critical. With this in mind, it will be important to associate specific experiment and analysis 
parameters (experimental design, sample source, scRNA-Seq platform used, data processing 
methods and clustering or other algorithms used, etc.) and clustering results with the latest 
reference cell types to build a comprehensive knowledge base. More generally, a multi-staged 
analysis workflow for defining a reference taxonomy and mapping cell types from other 
taxonomies is envisioned (Figure 4). This workflow accommodates methodological differences in 
cell type definitions that will likely vary across different studies and change as new methods are 
developed. This workflow makes some major assumptions about cell type ontology, data 
visualization, and governance that will be discussed below.  
 
Figure 4. Workflow for assigning types to a given dataset with taxonomy. (1) Cell type classification 
will initially be performed separately on all taxonomies. (2) One, some, or all these datasets will be combined 
into a high-confidence reference taxonomy which can be used as a comparator for any related datasets, 
by (3) mapping existing and new datasets to the reference taxonomy. (4) The reference will periodically be 
updated as new datasets and taxonomies are generated. 
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This workflow can be broken down into four broad stages. First, many research teams will 
independently define cell types, identify their discriminating features, and name them using one 
of many available experimental and computational strategies. This represents the current state of 
the field. Hence, this nomenclature schema should be applied to each dataset independently. 
Second, an initial reference cell type classification will be defined by taking the results from one 
or more (ideally validated) datasets and integrating these data together in a single analysis, if 
needed. Being high-dimensional, high-throughput, and relatively low cost, transcriptomics 
strategies are immediately applicable to many organs and species, and the goal is for reference 
cell types to be defined using this modality (Yuste et al., 2019). Once reference cell types are 
defined, features discriminating cell types should be calculated separately in each dataset so that 
canonical discriminating features can be separated from ones represented in only a subset of 
datasets. These features, along with additional meta-data available for these cell types from any 
of the integrated datasets will be used to match cell types to existing ontologies where possible, 
and to update ontology terms as needed. Reference cell types will then be named as described 
in this nomenclature convention, with some additional constraints discussed below. For the third 
step in this workflow, this reference cell type classification can now be used as a comparator for 
any related datasets, providing a mechanism for transferring prior knowledge about cell types 
across datasets. Existing data can be renamed by mapping cell sets onto the reference 
classification and then updating the cell set preferred alias to match terms defined in the 
reference. For new datasets, taxonomies can be generated using any clustering or alignment 
strategy followed by the same mapping and annotation transfer steps. Finally, new versions of 
the reference cell type classification will be periodically generated using additional data and/or 
computational methods, and this new classification will now be used as comparator for related 
datasets. Steps 3 and 4 can iterate at some to-be-defined cadence. As a whole, this workflow 
provides a general outline for versioned cell type classification that could be specialized as 
needed for communities studying different organ systems and that provides a starting point for 
design of future cell taxonomy and nomenclature databases. 
In a reference taxonomy, the preferred alias is designed to allow tracking of the same cell 
types across multiple taxonomies defined using data from multiple modalities. For this reason, it 
should match (directly map to) cell types defined in the relevant ontology (i.e., Cell Ontology (Diehl 
et al., 2016) or Neuron Phenotype Ontology (Gillespie et al., 2019)), at the highest level of 
resolution possible. For the brain, both of these ontologies define cell types as glutamatergic or 
GABAergic neurons in a particular brain region and therefore many new preferred aliases will 
need to be defined. Ideally this tag, or other cell set aliases, should include prior knowledge 
(provenance), canonical discriminating genes, and/or information from other modalities (such as 
electrophysiological properties, if available) to provide the best data to match cell types in the 
reference with cell types defined previously, or in future taxonomies from any modality. An attempt 
has been made to extend the cell ontology to a higher resolution in human MTG with a provisional 
cell ontology (http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/PCL) (Aevermann et al., 2018; Hodge et 
al., 2019). Additional steps would be required to combine this effort with the effort of identifying 
biologically meaningful cell type names to link with these ontologies, which is the focus of the next 
section. 
As an example, in Figure 5 presents a reference taxonomy that combines the snRNA-seq 
data from human MTG (Hodge et al., 2019) (Fig. 1) with a scRNA-seq data from mouse VISp 
(Tasic et al., 2018) (a more recent taxonomy along the lines of Fig. 2), and show how this 
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reference taxonomy can be matched to data from other modalities through informed selection of 
preferred alias. This analysis includes many of the same cells analyzed in Figures 1 and 2 in a 
new joint analysis. The two studies underlying the reference taxonomy both identified ~75-100 
types per cortical area per species from ~15,000 cells, which each could be defined using one (or 
a combination of) robust marker genes. In addition, cell types are characterized by associated 
relevant meta-data from the assigned cells, including cortical layer of dissection, brain region, 
alignment statistics, and (in mouse) projection targets of a subset of cells. Data integration was 
applied to these two datasets using scAlign (Johansen and Quon, 2019), yielding approximately 
forty reference cell types (Fig 5a-b). The resulting dataset included some one-to-one matches 
(e.g., a single mouse cell type matches a single human dataset), with many of the remaining 
reference types matching to internal nodes of the tree (e.g., cell sets that are not defined as 
putative cell types). From these data, preferred aliases were assigned using a combination of (i) 
robust gene markers from the literature, (ii) highly discriminating gene markers in these data, (iii) 
projection targets in mouse, (iv) historical names based on cell shape, and (v) broad cell class 
names (that directly map to ontologies), providing a starting point for how brain cell types could 
be named.  
In this study Pvalb-expressing interneurons could be divided into three cell types (Fig 5c), 
one of which, through use of mouse transgenic lines, could be associated with Chandelier cells. 
In more recent work using Patch-seq (Gouwens et al., 2020), cell type assignations are confirmed 
by collecting multimodal data from the same cells and linking cell sets defined from morphology 
and electrophysiology with transcriptomic types presented in VISp (Tasic et al., 2018) (Fig 5d). 
The proposed schema can readily represent the matching of Chandelier cells (and other cell 
types) between the single-species transcriptomics datasets with the integrated transcriptomics 
reference and can likewise link with taxonomies from other modalities using preferred alias tags.  
 
Figure 5: Linkage of morphology types to a human and mouse cortex cell type reference taxonomy. 
A-C) Reference classification of cells from mouse VISp and human MTG. A) t-SNE visualization of human 
(n = 3,594 nuclei) and mouse (n = 6,595 cells) inhibitory neuron clusters after alignment with scAlign, color-
coded by species (top) or reference classification (bottom). B) Visualization of reference classification, with 
the number of clusters in each taxonomy (left), the preferred aliases for each reference cell type (middle), 
and the dendrogram (right). C) Human and mouse cell type homologies for Pvalb neurons from mouse V1 
predicted based on shared cluster membership. Grey shade corresponds to the minimum proportion of 
human nuclei or mouse cells that co-cluster. Rows are human clusters and columns are mouse clusters. 
D) Characterization of electrophysiological, transcriptomic, and morphological features of cell types defined 
from all three modalities. Lines between C and D indicate the linkages between cell types in these two 
taxonomies. Chandelier cells are found in the Pvalb Vipr2 cell type and have one-to-one correspondence 
with a single human transcriptomic type (*ed). Panels A, B, and C are adapted from (Hodge et al., 2019) 
and panel D is adapted from (Gouwens et al., 2020).  
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Naming cell types in mammalian cortex 
A challenging and potentially contentious question in cell type classification is how these newly 
identified cell types should be named, or in this convention: what should be put in the “preferred 
alias” identifier of provisional cell types? As described above, mammalian brain cell types inhabit 
a complex landscape with fuzzy boundaries and complicated correspondences between species 
and modalities, leading to a variety of disparate solutions for naming cell types.  As a starting 
point for discussion, we propose a strategy for naming cell types in the mammalian cortex that 
includes properties which are cell-intrinsic and potentially well-conserved between species (Table 
2).  These preferred aliases have been used in multiple studies of the primary motor cortex (as 
discussed below) and could be extended with some modifications to other brain structures.  
For glutamatergic neurons, cell types are named based on predominant layer(s) of 
localization of cell body (soma) and their predicted projection patterns. The relatively robust 
laminarity of glutamatergic cell types has been described based on cytoarchitecture in multiple 
mammalian species for many years (e.g., Rakic, 1984), and has been confirmed using RNA in 
situ hybridization (Hodge et al., 2019; Tasic et al., 2018; Zeng et al., 2012), and a combination of 
layer dissections and scRNA-seq (Hodge et al., 2019; Tasic et al., 2018). While in humans many 
cell types don’t follow the layer boundaries defined by cytoarchitecture entirely, laminar patterning 
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is still generally well conserved between human donors and mice (Hodge et al., 2019). In adult 
mouse visual cortex, projection targets for cell types have been explicitly measured using a 
combination of retrograde labeling and scRNA-seq (Tasic et al., 2018). By aligning cell types 
across species, the projection targets in mice can be hypothetically extrapolated to putative 
projection targets in human, or other mammalian species. For example, von Economo neurons 
are likely to project subcortically (Hodge et al., 2020). For GABAergic interneurons, 
developmental origin may define cell types by their canonical marker gene profile established 
early in development, with Pvalb and Sst labeling the cell type derived from medial ganglionic 
eminence and Vip and Lamp5 labeling the cell type derived from caudal ganglionic eminence 
(DeFelipe et al., 2013). Non-neuronal cell types have not been a focus of the studies cited; hence 
they are labeled at a broad class level only. However, knowledge from other studies using single-
cell transcriptomics studies on microglia (Hammond et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019), astrocytes (Batiuk 
et al., 2020), and oligodendrocytes (Marques et al., 2016) could be included in subsequent 
versions of this convention. In all cases, multiple cell types are present within a given class. While 
it may not be possible to directly translate every feature to other organs, most of the concepts 
proposed here could still be followed.  
 
Table 2: Proposed strategy for naming cortical cell types 
Class Format Example 
Glutamatergic [Layer][Projection] # L2/3 IT 4 
GABAergic [Canonical gene(s)] # Pvalb 3 
Non-neuronal [Cell class] # Microglia 2 
 
Applications of the nomenclature convention  
This nomenclature schema has been adopted (including a modified version of the proposed 
naming conventions) for a joint taxonomy of human and mouse described above (Hodge et al., 
2019) and for the taxonomies in an open website (http://celltypes.brain-map.org/rnaseq/). It is 
now being applied to all taxonomies generated as part of the BRAIN Initiative Cell Census 
Network (BICCN; https://biccn.org/), which represents an integrated consortia of centers and 
laboratories who are working collaboratively to generate, map, and share data and information 
about cell types in human, mouse, and non-human primate brain. This nomenclature schema is 
included in a series of bioRxiv submissions aimed at defining cell types in the primary motor cortex 
(M1) of mouse (see Supplementary Table 3 in Yao et al., 2020a), and between mammalian 
species (see Supplementary Table 3 in Bakken et al., 2020). In particular, the multiple taxonomies 
presented as part of the cross-species comparison (Bakken et al., 2020) present a good example 
its utility. This study included single cell data from three separate “omics” modalities 
(transcriptomics, epigenetics, and methylation), for mouse, non-human primate, and human, for 
a total of ten distinct datasets. Datasets were integrated in two ways: first, epigenetics and 
methylation datasets were integrated with snRNA-seq data within mouse, marmoset, and human 
independently (as shown in Figure 6A for human); and second, snRNA-seq from each species 
(plus macaque) were aligned into a single integrated reference. A total of eleven taxonomies were 
generated (Fig. 6B), and this nomenclature convention was applied to all eleven.  
 
Figure 6: Series of multimodal, cross-species taxonomies in primary motor cortex demonstrates 
utility of nomenclature schema. A) Taxonomies based on transcriptomic (top), open chromatin (middle), 
and DNA methylation in human M1. Epigenomic clusters (in rows) aligned to RNA-seq clusters as indicated 
by horizontal black bars and are also assigned matching cell sets in the relevant taxonomies. Adapted from 
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(Bakken et al., 2020). B) Flow chart showing all 11 taxonomies generated for this project and their 
connections. Note that the integrated taxonomy included cells from the four transcriptomic taxonomies, and 
that the two SNARE-Seq2 taxonomies measure transcriptomics and open chromatin from the same cells.  
 
 
This application highlights several strategies to compare between taxonomies without needing to 
look at gene expression (or other quantitative features). First, each taxonomy draws upon a 
common set of preferred alias terms, which allows for immediate linking of common provisional 
cell types between species and across modalities (in cases where such information can be reliably 
assigned). Furthermore, since this study included such a diverse representation of data types, 
species, and author institutions, this preferred alias list represents a reasonable starting point for 
any future cell type classification studies in mammalian cortex (Table 3). Second, each taxonomy 
includes cell sets for every link with parent integrated taxonomies (arrows and grey box in Figure 
6B) and are aliased with relevant cell sets. Table 4 shows an example for all cell sets associated 
with Chandelier cells, which all have “Chandelier” in the preferred alias. In human, all three 
modalities have a single cell type corresponding to Chandelier cells, which are all given the cell 
set alias of “Inh L1-6 PVALB COL15A1”. The cell sets from the methylation- and epigenetics-
based taxonomies additionally have a cell set alternative alias that corresponds to the cell set 
label in transcriptomics taxonomy, directly linking these cell types. This transcriptomic cell type is 
similarly linked to the Chandelier cell type in the integrated transcriptomic taxonomy. The same 
is seen in marmoset, but in mouse Chandelier cells are found in two transcriptomic cell types and 
therefore the other taxonomies link to a cell set containing both of these cell types (Neuron 056-
057). While such linkages may be redundant in this case, for cell sets that have been quantitatively 
aligned but that don’t have extensive prior knowledge, they may be the most convenient option. 
A final strategy for linking cell sets between taxonomies is through inclusion of common cells; for 
example, many of the same cells cluster in the Chandelier cell sets from taxonomies CS1912131 
and CS2002270 which both include the same cells from human M1. Tables for building these cell 
linkages are output as part of our nomenclature GitHub repo, but are of limited use without a 
corresponding cell database. 
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Table 3: A set of aliases in mammalian primary motor cortex, reproduced from (Bakken et al., 2020) 
with minor modifications (*). These terms are also applicable to other cortical areas, representing a starting 
point for future cell type classification efforts and for ontology curation. 
Preferred aliases Alternative aliases / Description / Notes 
Lamp5   
Sncg   
Vip   
Sst Chodl *A very distinct Sst type expressing the gene Chodl in mouse; the only reported 
long-range projecting GABAergic type 
Sst   
Pvalb Includes basket and chandelier cells 
Chandelier   
Meis2 A very distinct GABAergic type expressing the gene Meis2 in mouse 
CR Cajal Retzius 
L2/3 IT Intratelencephalic 
L4  *Intratelencephalic; sparsely present in M1 
L5 IT Intratelencephalic 
L6 IT Intratelencephalic 
L6 IT Car3 Intratelencephalic, a specific cell type expressing the gene Car3 in mouse 
L5 ET Extratelencephalic; also known as CF (corticofugal), PT (pyramidal tract), or SC 
(subcortical) 
L5/6 NP Near-projecting 
L6 CT Corticothalamic 
L6b   
OPC Oligodendrocyte precursor cell 
Astro Astrocyte 
Oligo Oligodendrocyte 
Endo Endothelial cell 
VLMC Vascular leptomeningeal cell 
SMC Smooth muscle cell 
Peri Pericyte 
Micro-PVM Microglia / Perivascular macrophage 
GABAergic Typically inhibitory 
Glutamatergic Typically excitatory 
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Non-neuronal   
CGE/PoA Caudal ganglionic eminence / Preoptic area 
MGE Medial ganglionic eminence 
IT projecting   
Non-IT projecting   
Oligo-OPC   
Other NN Cells other than neurons, astrocytes, OPCs, or oligodendrocytes 
 
Table 4: Nomenclature schema for chandelier cells in Bakken et al 2020. Table showing relevant 
nomenclature schema columns and taxonomy metadata, including the cell set alternative alias which links 
to cell set labels from other taxonomies. Abbreviations: Sp., species; Mod., Modality; Hu., Human; Ma., 
Marmoset; Mo., Mouse; T, Transcriptomics; M, Methylation; E., Epigenetics. Modified from (Bakken et al., 
2020). 
Cell set 
accession ID 
Cell set 
label 
Cell set alias Cell set 
preferred 
alias 
Cell set 
alternate alias 
Taxonomy 
ID 
Sp. Mod. 
CS1912131072 Neuron 072 Inh L1-6 PVALB 
COL15A1 
Chandelier Neuron 24 (in 
CS2002270) 
CS1912131 Hu. T 
CS2002272017 Neuron 17 Inh L1-6 PVALB 
COL15A1 
Chandelier Neuron 072 (in 
CS1912131) 
CS2002272 Hu. M 
CS2002273018 Neuron 18 Inh L1-6 PVALB 
COL15A1 
Chandelier Neuron 072 (in 
CS1912131) 
CS2002273 Hu. E 
CS1912132052 Neuron 52 Inh PVALB 
FAM19A4 
Chandelier Neuron 24 (in 
CS2002270) 
CS1912132 Ma. T 
CS2002274016 Neuron 16 Inh PVALB 
FAM19A4 
Chandelier Neuron 52 (in 
CS1912132) 
CS2002274 Ma. M 
CS2002275006 Neuron 06 Inh PVALB 
FAM19A4 
Chandelier Neuron 52 (in 
CS1912132) 
CS2002275 Ma. E 
CS1912133056 Neuron 056 Pvalb Vipr2_1 Chandelier 1 [none] CS1912133 Mo. T 
CS1912133057 Neuron 057 Pvalb Vipr2_2 Chandelier 2 [none] CS1912133 Mo. T 
CS1912133159 Neuron 056-
057 
Chandelier Chandelier Neuron 24 (in 
CS2002270) 
CS1912133 Mo. T 
CS2002276019 Neuron 19 Pvalb Vipr2 Chandelier Neuron 056-057 
(in CS1912133) 
CS2002276 Mo. M 
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CS2002277016 Neuron 16 Pvalb Vipr2 Chandelier Neuron 056-057 
(in CS1912133) 
CS2002277 Mo. E 
CS2002270024 Neuron 24 Chandelier Chandelier [none] CS2002270 All T 
 
 
Databasing and ontology curation 
The current proposal allows scientists to organize their cell types within a single dataset, and to 
link taxonomies using “preferred alias” and “alias” terms. However, extension of this mechanism 
to allow for programmatic linking of taxonomies would dramatically increase the utility of this 
convention. Two strategies for addressing this shortcoming would be ontology curation and 
databasing. Ontology curation would allow users to link data-derived cell sets to common usage 
terms derived from prior knowledge and that connect directly with the well-annotated ontology 
tools that are available for many broader cell types (e.g., the Cell Ontology). In addition, preferred 
aliases defined in reference taxonomies could represent a starting point for expansion of existing 
ontologies to higher-resolution cell types defined using data-driven approaches (such as the terms 
in Table 3 for cortical neurons). Databasing addresses the issue at the opposite end, allowing 
matching of cell sets across taxonomies based on inclusion of the same cells. Such a database 
would include a module for ingesting cells and cell sets from multiple taxonomies, as well as a 
centralized location for storing this information. Databases provide a number of specific 
advantages to a nomenclature schema, including: 1) general data organization; 2) tracking 
individual cells across taxonomies and associated cell sets; 3) matching cell sets across 
taxonomies based on inclusion of the same cells; and 4) matching cell sets using a combination 
of multiple strategies and probabilistic inference.  
Combination of these strategies for ontology and databasing with the proposed 
nomenclature convention would expand its utility for centralized, community-based cell typing 
efforts. For example, one could imagine using such a community-based tool to quickly collate 
information about a single cell type (e.g., chandelier cells). In this tool, a search for “chandelier 
cell” would return an entry in a cell type ontology, which would show its place in a hierarchy (“is a 
GABAergic interneuron”) along with some curated marker genes and other distinctive features. 
This would also link to the corresponding cell type database to pull out any cell sets tagged as 
“Chandelier cells”. Such a search could provide information about gene expression, 
electrophysiology, and morphology characteristics of these cells in mouse (see Figure 5), as well 
as potential selective areas of open chromatin and DNA-methylation marks, and links to 
corresponding cell types and their associated feature sets in human and non-human primate (see 
Figure 6 and Table 4). Finally, such a database could identify tagged cells from modalities entirely 
lacking a gene component. For example, a recent study using large-scale volumetric electron 
microscopy and functional imaging characterized the synaptic and connectional properties of 
chandelier cells in layer 2/3 of mouse visual cortex (Schneider-Mizell et al., 2020), which could be 
returned alongside the above information using this tool. 
As a step in this direction, a recent paper (Yao et al., 2020b) presents a static browser of 
more than 370 transcriptomically-defined cell types in mouse hippocampus and cortex, with many 
of the features mentioned above, for a single taxonomy: 
https://taxonomy.shinyapps.io/ctx_hip_browser/. More ambitious, the Human Cell Atlas (HCA) 
has proposed a tool to facilitate convergence on common cell type nomenclature through a 
combination of automated suggestions and other strategies, and that could potentially address 
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some of these use cases directly. This Cell Annotation Platform is a centralized ecosystem for 
defining cell types and states for the Human Cell Atlas, and beyond, and is available on GitHub 
(https://github.com/hms-dbmi/cap-example). Whatever strategy is chosen could directly access 
and improve upon the proposed nomenclature convention. 
 
Community input and governance 
For this or any other schema to be useful and adopted, a governing body that will be respected 
by an international scientific user community needs to assemble and take on several key tasks. 
This governing body would need to decide which datasets to include in any reference, find a place 
and standard format to store the reference, provide tools for visualization of the reference data 
alone and mapping of data onto the reference, and potentially select a framework for annotating 
cell types. This group would also be responsible for vetting a standard ontology for organizing 
data, along with a controlled vocabulary for assigning cell type nomenclature and would need to 
ensure that critical data and metadata can be stored in the database. Among others, potential 
entities that may provide guidance for this governing body include the BICCN (https://biccn.org/), 
whose charter is to provide researchers and the public with a comprehensive reference of the 
diverse cell types in human, mouse, and marmoset brain, and the HCA 
(https://www.humancellatlas.org/), whose goal is to build an atlas of all cells in the human body, 
and which already has many of the required mechanisms in place for governance of this cell type 
classification workflow (Rozenblatt-Rosen et al., 2017). Expertise in the field of information 
management will also be necessary, hence representation from organizations like Open 
Biological and Biomedical Ontology (OBO) Foundry (Smith et al., 2007), the National Center for 
Biomedical Ontology (https://ncbo.bioontology.org/) (Musen et al., 2012), and Uberon 
(http://uberon.github.io/) (Haendel et al., 2014) is desired. The Neuroinformatics Information 
Framework (NIF) (Gardner et al., 2008) and International Neuroinformatics Coordinating Facility 
(INCF) (https://www.incf.org/) are other specialized communities of neuroinformaticists to 
consider. 
This proposal is a small step in a long and iterative process involving many constituents. 
With cross-disciplinary partnership and ever-increasing data, refinement of the proposed 
convention will occur. The Allen Brain Map Community Forum (https://community.brain-
map.org/c/cell-taxonomies/) has a dedicated space for discussion related to cell taxonomy 
refinement, to promote open and accessible opportunity for exchanging ideas and suggesting 
improvements. The authors look forward to engagement here, or through other open forums that 
are embraced by the scientific community. 
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